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 A Not for Profit Organization 

 
SUBJECT:  Certain RPGA Programs Start Debt Collection Activities 
 
This alert pertains to the following Registered Profitable Gifting Arrangements: 
 
Canadian Organization for International Philanthropy  (COIP) 
Relief Lending Group (RLG) 
Mission Life Financial  (MLF) 
PharmaGifts International  (PGI) 
 
To start, a recap of how these open market structured RPGAs work is provided.   The major 
steps, followed by example amounts, are shown below.  The details shown are for RLG and 
MLF, however, the other programs are substantially the same.  There are additional steps 
in the programs that are not considered relevant for this alert. 
 
 

1. Borrow a Large Denomination Credit Certificate over an 8 year term  $10,000 
2. Pre-Pay Interest on the Loan for the first Four Years        $2000 
3. Purchase Pharmaceuticals at Canadian Prices, using the Credit Certificate   
4. Donate Pharmaceuticals to Canadian Charity   and Obtain a Receipt    
5. File Tax Receipt and Obtain a Refund           $5,000 
6. Still in Debt to RLG           $10,000 
7. Settle the Debt after 3 years using the Prepaid Interest held on account       $500 

  
The purchase and loan contracts all provided participants with the right to return 
pharmaceuticals and/or the credit certificate to settle the donor’s debt.  The intention at the 
time of participation was that the donors would repay their debts by returning 
pharmaceuticals at the best price they could find in the world using the interest held on 
account at year 3 of the loan.   The RPGA was to facilitate that repayment by allowing 
donors to deal with an “authorized vendor” to which the RPGA  would transfer the donor’s  
interest held on account.   
 
The ALERT 
 
The first of the above RPGAs to communicate on the topic of debt settlement was RLG.  
Several donors started making inquiries in the spring of 2012,  well past the 3 years 
anticipated.  RLG responded with “Statements of Account” accompanied by a “Release Of 
Information”  which supposedly allowed them to start to process with authorized vendors to 
settle donor debts.  This information was initially provided to just a few donors, and then to 
all 2008 participants.  Example letters are provided on the next page. 
 
Some donors were pleased with the initiation of the settlement process, however, that was 
short lived when RLG failed to respond with any authorized vendors.  Many donors 
demanded help but with no or little response from RLG.  As time went on,  it became 
apparent that RLG was not going to assist donors with any element of the settlement 



process as originally planned.  In fact, it became apparent that RLG was attempting to 
collect more interest on their loans, and used the reasoning that it was important to the 
CRA. The collection efforts became widespread in late 2012 and early 2013 with letters and 
mass emails.   Again, a few examples are provided below.   
 
At one point,  RLG telephone representatives told donors that they could settle their debts 
by sending the pharmaceuticals to Toronto.  Then, when pressed hard,  RLG provided an 
undated and unsigned letter , providing a few donors with the address and instructions to 
settle their debts by sending the pharmaceuticals to the England.  A copy of this letter is 
also shown below.  Please note that it is neither dated nor signed, but written on RLG 
letterhead. It appeared that RLG was putting up as many roadblocks as possible to prevent 
donors from settling their debts as planned. 
 
The collections effort continued and intensified with emails and “pink” collection letters, 
threatening to transfer the debt to independent collection agencies.  Many of their 
arguments regarding the importance of notifying the CRA and losing the right of objections 
are known to be false and misleading. 
 
Strong evidence is emerging that the other RPGAs listed above are following the exact 
same course of action. 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 PGC RECCOMMENDATION 
 
Based on the above, PGC is recommending to its Members and all participants in the 
aforementioned RPGAs to keep their debts in good standing and to settle their debts 
according to the options available in their agreements.   
 
A group of PGC members formed the Debt Settlement Committee in December 2012 and 
after extensive review, it has endorsed the Justice Pharma program.  This program is 
provided by Justice Trading Ltd with the intention to settle donors’ debts in a compliant and 
efficient manner.   Donors can get more information in the following places: 
 
PGC Debt Settlement Committee     
Justice Trading Ltd    
Justice Pharm Program Legal Opinion 
PGC Technical Bulletin T13-10 

http://www.profitablegiving.ca/node/161
http://www.justicetrading.ca/
http://www.profitablegiving.ca/node/168
http://www.profitablegiving.ca/node/167

